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What is Networked Disruption?
This exhibition brings together artworks and collectives that apply the strategy of “disruption” to generate criticism.
In the business world, disruption means to introduce into the market an innovation that the market does not expect. This
innovation comes from within the market itself. Transferred into the field of art and activism, disruption means to generate
practices and interventions that are unexpected, and play within the systems under scrutiny.
Art, hacktivism and business are often intertwined, generating a feedback loop of revolutions and co-optations that is functional
to the development of capitalism. Capitalism needs our revolutions because they generate new lifestyles, products and practices
that create new markets and consumer desires. Similarly, systems of power need our resistance and opposition because they
serve to increase security and forms of control. We need to find new strategies that go beyond the mere act of opposition and
that are harder to appropriate.
In this exhibition we adopt the concept of disruption from business and we propose works that emerge from within political,
economical, technological and art systems. They play with their power logic generating virality, anonymity, semantic confusion,
multiple truths, and disruption.
Diverse points of view are combined, among the groups and within the groups themselves. By keeping such connections open
without reaching a curatorial synthesis, we invite visitors to create their own path in the line of disruption.
Disruption is networked. Enjoy it before it gets spoiled.
Tatiana Bazzichelli

1. Telekommunisten

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Telekommunisten
OCTO P7C-ES, 2013-2015
Installation, various materials

On the occasion of Networked Disruption, Telekommunisten is presenting to potential investors and partners a brand new product of
OCTO, the leader in pneumatic physical packet communication systems. What OCTO is developing for global users is now available for
your company or institution.
OCTO’s new Enterprise Security (ES) System is the most effective way to maintain security and efficiency in your company’s physical
Intranet. The OCTO P7C-ES features revolutionary CAPS-LOCK® technology, a fully-integrated system which allows complete tracking and
capsule contents control (3CT) for every transmission, and ensures that only authorized users are able to use your OCTO P7C-ES. CAPSLOCK® also provides unprecedented insights into and control over the behaviour of your employees, allowing you to manage workloads
and task assignment better than ever before. With CAPS-LOCK®, OCTO P7C-ES is the comprehensive enterprise solution for physical
packet security and reliability.
Telekommunisten is a Berlin-based collective whose work investigates the political economy of communications
technology. Core themes include the incompatibility of capitalism with free networks and free culture, and the
increasing centralisation and enclosure that results, as well as the potential for distributed producers employing a
collective stock of productive assets to provide an alternative economic basis for a free society.

2. Neoism

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Installation with mixed-media (photos, videos, sound materials) from Monty Cantsin’s Neoist archive.
Visitors are invited to use what they like and create their own (open) exhibition.

According to Monty Cantsin, Neoism is a name invented by Monty Cantsin to refer to an international movement of multiple origins. The
name is fixed; the use isn’t. The purpose of many different uses of the same name is to experiment with a situation for which no one in
particular is responsible.
In this exhibition, we do not want to reconstruct the history of Neoism. Neoism started as an idea without a clear definition, an empty
concept to be appropriated: In the course of the 1980s, it developed into an international subcultural network of people who collectively
used the Monty Cantsin identity. This network spread from North America to Europe (among others, the UK, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Yugoslavia, and Hungary), and later to Australia and Asian countries. The first public manifestations of Neoism were a
number of apartment festivals, disruptive interventions in art spaces and other open situations, organized at that time by a young crowd
of experimenters and subcultural activists. Activities included setting steam irons on fire, wearing dead fish as hats, blood campaigns, free
haircuts, telepathic communication through clothes hangers, making the collective-anonymous zine SMILE, and spreading paradoxes,
pranks, plagiarisms and fakes.
For experiencing Neoism, read Monty Cantsin’s instructions in this exhibition.
Monty Cantsin is a name chosen/invented by Monty Cantsin to refer to an international star who can be anyone.
The name is fixed; the people using it aren’t. What is usually an egoistical role (star) becomes abstracted by its
disassociation from a particular person. When someone thinks/feels that the star context/advantage might be
useful, they can “wear” the Monty Cantsin identity.

3. Anonymous
Mixed-media materials (photos, videos, images, publications) assembled in cooperation with Gabriella
Coleman, Chair in Scientific and Technological Literacy at McGill University, author of Hacker, Hoaxer,
Whistleblower, Spy: The Many Faces of Anonymous. London, Verso Books, 2014.
Anonymous is constantly changing and in motion. Information about Anonymous is contradictory, not only because these activists are
adept at generating pranks, jokes and even deceit, but also because each member can act independently. Moreover, Anonymous has no
shared universal political mandate or ideology, aside from a loose commitment to the ideal of concealment captured in its namesake.
Given these dynamics of opacity, deceit, and play, sociological questions about its members are less interesting than questions of fantasy
and the range of disparate tactics they deploy. Indeed, Anonymous’s double-sided approach of spreading pranks for the lulz (a derivation
of lol – laugh out loud), beyond moral conformism and political correctness, as well as fighting for freedom and social rights, facing
corporations, oppression and corruption, is at the core of the project. The fun of trolling and political activism is bound together. Here are
videos and pictures from the early trolling experiences in 2007-2008, to the most recent political protests in Spain and Ferguson that had
large impact on public opinion and civil society.

A

Anonymous
#antisec, December 2011
Zine (left: front page, right: index page)
Barrett Brown
On Stratfor, December 26, 2011
Front page of the #antisec zine, a plain text zine of around 1 Mega of documents released by the Antisec group, a joint effort involving
Antisec and Anonymous activists. This zine included the information about the intelligence firm Stratfor’s hack by Jeremy Hammond, who
wanted to expose Stratfor’s bugs in data security, confidential intelligence services to large corporations and possible engagement in
intrusive surveillance activities.
For hacking the Stratfor website and releasing the leaks through WikiLeaks, Jeremy Hammond was convicted and sentenced in November
2013 to 10 years in US federal prison. Barrett Brown, the journalist working with Anonymous and Antisec to procure the emails, was also
arrested. He had originally faced 17 charges, most controversially for sharing a link to stolen data. Eventually he was convicted of only
three crimes: making threats against an FBI agent, obstruction of a search warrant, and assisting the Anonymous hackers who infiltrated
Stratfor. In January 2015 Brown was sentenced to 63 months of incarceration within the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Even though the
charge for linking was dropped, the judge nevertheless agreed with the prosecution’s arguments during the sentencing hearing that
linking to the stolen data had aided the hackers, which lengthened the time of the prison sentence.
By republishing the front page of the #antisec zine, and Barrett Brown’s comments on the Stratfor Operation, we want to focus attention on
the vulnerability of journalism and hacktivism today, and the problematic (often arbitrary) boundaries of legality/illegality while exposing
misconduct in organisations and corporations.

B

Anonymous,
Anonymous’ LulzXmas, December 2011

C

Anonymous
Dear Fox News, July 2007
Video retrieved from YouTube, 2:32 mins

D

The Church of Scientology
Tom Cruise Scientology Video (extract), January 2008
Video retrieved from YouTube, 2:12 mins
Anonymous
Message to Scientology, 2008,
Video retrieved from YouTube, 2:03 mins

E

Lucas Jackson
August 14, 2014
Digital photography
Courtesy: Reuters
Ron Johnson of Missouri State Highway Patrol speaks to a
protester wearing a Guy Fawkes mask while he walks through a
demonstration in Ferguson.

G

Anonymous/Anónimo,
Es la hora, February 2013, Spain
Video retrieved from YouTube, 6:43 mins
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Anonymous pictures retrieved from the Internet showing
Anonymous Operations and the Guy Fawkes mask spreading in
the world.
Slide show

F

Anonymous is everyone and is no one (Anonymous, 2007).
Anonymous is shrouded in some degree of deliberate mystery. It purports to have no leaders, no hierarchical
structure, nor any geographical epicentre. While there are forms of organization and cultural logics that undeniably
shape its multiple expressions, it is a name that any individual or group can take on as their own (Coleman, 2011).

4. Mail Art
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Mixed-media materials (installations, photos, prints, stamps, postcards, publications, handmade postal objects) assembled by mail artist
Vittore Baroni and with the participation of the international circuit of mail artists.

The international circuit of mail art, which since the mid-sixties has attracted thousands of participants on a global scale, has always been
a grassroots alternative to the “official art system”, “disrupting” in many ways the traditional art practices and established rules of the art
market. The objects of mail art (postcards, envelopes, artists’ stamps, etc.) are created to be exchanged as gifts among the authors and
are generally not for sale. Mail art is open to all. There are no distinctions between amateurs, beginners or professional artists. In a mail
art project there is no selection of works, no jury, no fee to be paid, and no rejection – everything is exhibited. In the mail art community,
the process is more important than the physical product.
Mail art circuits have been a fertile breeding ground for disruptive sub-networks such as Neoism and the Luther Blissett Project. This
section helps to put into a historical perspective the more recent collective projects documented in the exhibition. A selection of mail
art works from the E.O.N. archive (Viareggio, Italy) with a more or less explicit disruptive character is presented in the form of colour
photocopies arranged in a continuous collage with a series of pertinent quotes, juxtaposed with new original postal works on the theme
of “Mail Art Disruption” mailed to Ljubljana by international mail artists after the circulation of an open call. The mail art section also
features a collective interactive project (The Table Of the Little Iconoclast, 2000, with rubberstamps on shoes’ heels by various authors that
the visitors can use to create their own Iconoclast compositions).
Vittore Baroni, March 2015
Vittore Baroni is an Italian artist, music critic and explorer of countercultures. In 1977 he discovered mail art,
became heavily addicted in it and participated in numerous international projects and shows. He published 100 issues
of the magazine ARTE POSTALE! (1979-2009) and various books on radical music and art, amongst them the mail art
guidebook, Arte Postale (AAA editions, 1997). He is active in the fields of visual poetry, sound art, street art, and comics.

5. Suicide Club / Cacophony Society / Burning Man /
Billboard Liberation Front
Mixed-media materials (photos, prints, videos, publications) assembled in cooperation with
John Law, Chuck Cirino, Olivier Bonin, and Doug Wellman.

A

D

B

E

2nd Annual San Francisco Cacophony Society SANTACON,
San Francisco, 1995
Video, 13:18 mins.
Filmed by Chuck Cirino (Weird TV)

Car Hunt, Black Rock Desert, Nevada, 1995
Video, 5:00 mins, with John Law, Robert Burke and People Hater
et al. Filmed by Weird TV

C

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

The Tales of the San Francisco Cacophony Society, 2013
Video, Madnomad Films, 4:21 mins. Filmed by Chuck Cirino
(Weird TV), Doug Wellman, Scott Beale (Laughing Squid), Jon
Alloway, Richard Darigo. Edited by Olivier Bonin.

PETA vs the Veget Aryans at How Berkeley Can You Be?,
The Meat Parade, Berkeley, 1996
Video, 9:51 mins.
Filmed by Puzzling Evidence TV

McDonald’s Billboard, 2005
Video, 2:55 mins. An Urban Installation by Ron English and the
Billboard Liberation Front, 2005. An excerpt from the feature
documentary Popaganda directed by Pedro Carvajal.

F

A selection of photos and prints by Suicide Club, Cacophony
Society, and the Billboard Liberation Front.
Digital print

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

This room brings together into an interlinked space the activities of The San Francisco Suicide Club, The Cacophony Society, the early
Burning Man Festival, and the Billboard Liberation Front. Linked to the idea of living everyday life as an art form, these groups have deep
roots in experimental art practices, promoting and organizing collective pranks, interventions, games and group performances. The wellknown Burning Man Festival, the open-air festival held every year since 1990 in the Black Rock Desert (Northern Nevada, California), began
as a Cacophony Society “event” and would never have been possible without the previous existence of The San Francisco Suicide Club.

The San Francisco Suicide Club (1977-1983) was a secret society, which originated as an outgrowth of The San
Francisco State Communiversity (1969), a student group within the Free University Movement of the late 1960s-1970s.
The Suicide Club motto was to live each day as though it was your last and its aim was to create radical contexts for
public social experimentation, outlandish street theatre, intense interpersonal analysis and urban exploration.
Emerging from the ashes of the Suicide Club, The Cacophony Society (founded in 1986 by ex-Suicide Club members)
was an informal, unclassifiable group of pseudonymous people who spent their time exploring the boundaries of a
conformist society, and occasionally crashing them, by disrupting propaganda, mocking respected symbols (like in
their infamous Santarchy, an invasion of rebellious Santas), exploring forbidden urban space (from sewers to bridges),
rebuilding freedom through mayhem, confusion, dangerous operations and sometimes just outright madness.
The Billboard Liberation Front started in San Francisco in 1977. The BLF practiced culture jamming by altering
and improving billboards, parodying corporate messages and mocking consumer society. A direct influence on Shepard
Fairey and Ron English, The BLF was operational for 33 years.
John Law was an original member of The Suicide Club, original member of The Cacophony Society, co-founder of The
Billboard Liberation Front and co-founder and first operations manager of The Burning Man Festival.

6. Luther Blissett
Mixed-media materials (posters, photos, prints, stamps, stickers, flyers, sound tracks, publications)
from the Luther Blissett Project’s archive assembled in cooperation with Luther Blissett.
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Fantasy Football League – Euro 2004 (extract), ITV, UK, June 30, 2004
Video retrieved from YouTube, 6:10 mins

The Luther Blissett Project was the applied myth of a common cause. With the aim of disrupting the cultural industry, Luther Blissett was
able to create a common phantasmagoria and a shared philosophy throughout the 1990s. It was a “folk hero”, an open identity that could
be adapted to anyone, or at least, to all those wanting to subvert the everyday life in the urban space, and the hierarchical mechanisms of
power. Luther Blissett also implied a deep criticism of the very concept of politics, questioning authority, leadership, and the mechanism
of political representation. Even if many Luthers worked to disrupt capitalism, they also tried to appropriate pop culture for their own
ironic purposes, turning their actions into long-lasting collective performances. Between 1994 and 1999 – the year of Blissett’s Seppuku,
a symbolic suicide orchestrated by some of the early conspirators involved in the LBP – Luther Blissett became an icon for many people
involved in the international underground scene. This installation contains various materials shared and spread by Luther Blissett through
the network of Bulletin Board Systems, mail art and among the underground circuits of self-organised events and “open situations” in
the course of the 1990s.
Luther Blissett is a multi-use name, a collective alias, a shared identity adopted by hundreds of artists and activists
from the summer of 1994, spreading from Italy to the rest of Europe, to the United States and South America. For
reasons that remain unknown, the name, which was borrowed from a 1980s British soccer player of Afro-Caribbean
origins, became an extremely popular phenomenon and managed to create the reputation of a folk hero.

7. Anna Adamolo

7

Installation with mixed-media from the Anna Adamolo network. Visitors of the exhibition are invited
to use Anna Adamolo’s kit.
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Graphic design: Parcodiyellowstone.it

Anna Adamolo was a fictional identity built up by a network of Italian people with diverse backgrounds and competences, calling for a
reflection on political methodology during conflicts. Anna Adamolo managed to become a self-representing Italian Minister of Education,
University, and Research in the context of the students’ and teachers’ struggles operated by the “Onda Anomala” (Anomalous Wave)
national movement in 2008 and 2009. The Anomalous Wave included many individuals and groups who refused to be described as one
movement following the same flag, but whose common objective was to contest and abolish the “Gelmini Education Reform Bill”, bearing
the name of the Italian Minister of Education, University and Research, Mariastella Gelmini. From the end of 2008, Anna Adamolo served
this unrepresentable movement as a collective name that could be adopted in the squares and in the streets by anyone who chose to do
so. The use of Facebook as a strategic medium for viral communication and networking was crucial, demonstrating that social media
could be manipulated in unpredictable ways. This installation shows the timeline of the Anna Adamolo experience integrating online and
offline practices, and the tools people used to appropriate and spread the Anna Adamolo fictional identity during the months of protests.
Anna Adamolo is the acronym for “Onda Anomala” (Anomalous Wave), the name of an Italian movement of
students, teachers and researchers protesting against the cuts in the education, university, and research in 20082009.
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8. Disruptive Feedback Loop Diagram
Tatiana Bazzichelli,
Disruptive Loop Diagram, 2011
Graphic design: Jonas Frankki
An intertwined feedback loop between art, business entrepreneurship and strategies of disruption.

9A
9B
9C
9D

9. Les Liens Invisibles
Seppukoo: A project launched by Les Liens Invisibles in November 2009, created by Gionatan Quintini and
Clemente Pestelli, in collaboration with the designer group Parcodiyellowstone.

A

C

B

D

Les Liens Invisibles (Project Assistent: Alessio Falchi)
Seppukoo Testimonial Wall, 2015
Digital print

Les Liens Invisibles
Seppukoo - This is the end (Trailer), 2011
Video, 2:27 mins

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Les Liens Invisibles
Jim Morrison Re-enacts his suicide with Seppukoo.com, 2011,
Video, 4:42 mins

Les Liens Invisibles
seppukoo.sh, 2015
Computer log

Adapting the idea of Seppuku, the Japanese ritual suicide of “stomach-cutting” to the context of Facebook, Les Liens Invisibles invited
users to deactivate their Facebook accounts. Taking inspiration from the Seppuku as performed by Luther Blissett in 1999, the Seppukoo
virtual suicide symbolised the collective detachment from a mechanism designed to make profit by connecting people. Users were invited
to instigate a viral suicide process so as to increase their score in the Seppukoo ranking system, by inducing their friends to commit
virtual suicide as well. The virtual suicide service functioned through a specific script, which derived from the disruption of Facebook’s
“Deactivate” system. In 2009, it was not possible for users to voluntarily erase their profiles, and the company kept all data. The process

of virtual suicide started when a user logged in to the Seppukoo service, the same usually used to log in to Facebook. Through an open
source software (Open Inviter) and a PHP library, Seppukoo built a simulated process of user navigation connected to that of Facebook,
in which the user accessed the home page, logged in with his or her username and password, and moved on to the deactivate page. This
installation includes videos of the operation that initially used important testimonials to spread the information, and the flow of logs of
the people that committed virtual suicide are visible on a screen.

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Les Liens Invisibles is an Italy-based artist duo. Their work is an eclectic recombination of pop net culture,
reverse engineering techniques, social media subvertising, and media re-appropriation. Since 2007 Les Liens
Invisibles have been infiltrating global communication networks in order to join and expand the invisible connections
between art and real life.

10. Janez Janša, Janez Janša, Janez Janša
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Janez Janša, Janez Janša, Janez Janša
Letter to Janez Janša, 2007
Photocopy
Janez Janša, Janez Janša and Janez Janša are three Slovenian artists who all changed their names to Janez Janša, the name of the former
Prime Minister of Slovenia. Their disruptive name changing gesture, which initiated in 2007 an experience of self-historification by
intertwining public bureaucracy and intimate everyday life, creates a constant tension between what is public and what is private, and the
meaning of “mediation” in art. As Janša, Janša and Janša demonstrate through their work, they disrupt the relational scheme between art
and life, brining art into life instead of life into art. By exhibiting the letter Janez Janša, Janez Janša and Janez Janša sent to the former Prime
Minister of Slovenia, Janez Janša, we want to bring attention to the gesture of provoking a radical change in one’s personal life as a critical
artistic methodology. Their signatures mark the beginning of a liminal ritual within the “intimate bureaucracy” of their lives, playing with the
constraints imposed by our society and stressing the limits of the boundaries between over-identification and disruption.
Janez Janša is a conceptual artist, performer
and producer living in Ljubljana, Slovenia. He is
the author of numerous videos, performances,
installations and new media works that have been
presented in several exhibitions, festivals and
lectures around the world. He is the director of
the film My Name Is Janez Janša, co-founder and
director of Aksioma – Institute for Contemporary
Art, Ljubljana and artistic director of the Aksioma
| Project Space.
Janez Janša is an artist, writer, performer and
director of interdisciplinary performances as
well as conceptual and visual artworks. His work
contains a strong critical and political dimension
and is focused on the relation between art and the
social and political context. He is the author of the
book JAN FABRE – La Discipline du chaos, le chaos de
la discipline, Armand Colin, Paris, 1994) and was
the editor-in-chief of MASKA, Performing Arts Journal
from 1999 to 2006. He is the director of the Maska
Institute for Publishing, Production and Education
based in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Janez Janša is a visual artist working at the
cross-section of traditional visual art practices,
conceptual art and new media. In 2003, he
represented Slovenia at the 50th Venice Biennial.
He has shown his work at the Sao Paolo Biennial,
Prague Biennial, Limerick Biennial and numerous
other venues.

11. Peng! Collective
Peng! Collective
Google Nest, 2014,
Digital Print
www.pen.gg/googlenest
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Google Nest Product Launch #googlenest
re:publica festival 2014, Berlin
Video, 16:46 mins
In May 2014, Peng! Collective created two personas: “Google employees” Gloria Spindle and Paul von Ribbeck and sent them to the
re:publica festival in Berlin, a tech and innovation conference with over 5000 participants. Not long after Google’s actual acquisition of
Nest Labs and the growing public curiosity about what Google would do with it, the timing was perfect for Gloria and Paula to present
Google Nest, a suite of products designed to make users once again feel safe and connected on the internet, after all those disturbing
revelations about surveillance. The products – Google Trust (insurance against surveillance and data theft), Google Bee (personal drones),
Google Hug (an app to monitor users’ emotional needs and match them with others with the same) and Google Bye (an online profile for
the afterlife), were supposedly created by Google after an assessment of user needs based on an analysis of their emails and search
terms. This installation shows a video of the product launch.

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Peng! is a collective producing creative political stunts and enriching campaigns with subversion, humour and civil
disobedience. They specialise in subversive direct action, culture jamming and civil disobedience. They use these
tactics to create difficult moments for politics and business and make media stories about social justice.

12

12. Laura Poitras
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Laura Poitras
PRISM: Snowden Interview, June 9, 2013
Video (Praxis Films), 12:34 mins
In January 2013, Laura Poitras was contacted by an anonymous source claiming to have evidence of National Security Agency (NSA) illegal
activity. After several months of anonymous emails, she travelled to Hong Kong with journalist Glenn Greenwald to interview the source,
Edward Snowden. Her NSA reporting contributed to a Pulitzer Prize for Public Service awarded to The Guardian and Washington Post. This
is the interview of Edward Snowden published on June 9, 2013, when he publically revealed himself and the PRISM Programme to Poitras
and Greenwald in the Mira Hong Kong Hotel. Filmed end edited by Laura Poitras / Praxis Films.
Laura Poitras is an Academy Award Winner, journalist and an artist. She is the author of a trilogy of films about
America post-9/11. The last film, Citizenfour, is about NSA mass surveillance and Edward Snowden. Along with
Glenn Greenwald and Jeremy Scahill, she is co-founder of The Intercept (firstlook.org/theintercept).

13. Trevor Paglen
Trevor Paglen, Circles, 2015
Film, 12 mins
Circles is a film of a rotating landscape taking the British intelligence and security organisation GCHQ as its focal point.

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Trevor Paglen’s work blurs the lines between science, contemporary art, and journalism to construct unfamiliar,
yet meticulously researched ways to see and interpret the world around us. He is the author of five books
and numerous articles on subjects including experimental geography, state secrecy, military symbology, and
photography. Paglen’s work has been exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the Tate Modern,
London; the Walker Arts Center, Minneapolis; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; and numerous solo and
group exhibitions. He holds a Ph.D. in Geography from U.C. Berkeley.
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14. Julian Oliver
Julian Oliver,
The Snowden Templates, 2015
Installation
This installation hosts LibreOffice templates based on existing Snowden NSA and GCHQ releases. Offered as canvases for deployment and
play, they serve to comment on the unusual predicament that a stream of PDFs from a single source drives clandestine shifts in cultural
and political reality. Use the Snowden Templates to fuzz journalists, testing their vigilance and integrity or just to feed your relentless,
fist-eating paranoia that the NSA and GCHQ leaks might actually be a part of a vast and evil Alternate Reality Game designed by Glenn
Greenwald. Afterall, as Julian Oliver points out, what do we know?

Photo: Miha Fras / Aksioma

Julian Oliver is a New Zealander, critical engineer and artist based in Berlin. His work focuses on software
art, data forensics, creative hacking, computer networking, counter-surveillance, object-oriented programming for
artists, augmented reality, virtual architecture, video-game development, and information visualisation. He is an
advocate of Free and Open Source Software and his work has been presented at the Tate Modern, transmediale,
the Chaos Computer Congress, Ars Electronica, and FILE - the Japan Media Arts Festival, among others. Julian
received the distinguished Golden Nica at Prix Ars Electronica 2011 (with Daniil Vasiliev).
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